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ABSTRACT. In this article we consider the Sobolev orthogonal polynomials as-
sociated to the Jacobi's measure on [-1, 1]. It is proven that for the class of
monic Jacobi-Sobolev orthogonal polynomials, the smallest closed interval that
contains its real zeros is [-)1 + 2C, )1 + 2Cj with C a constant explicitly
determined. The asymptotic distribution of those zeros is studied and also we
analyze the asymptotic comparative behavior between the sequence of monic
Jacobi-Sobolev orthogonal polynomials and the sequence of monic Jacobi or-
thogonal polynomials under certain restrictions.
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1. Introduction
Let IP be the linear space of all the polynomials with real coefficients. Given
,\ > a let us define a inner product on IP as
(p, q)s = 111p(x)q(x)dJ.L(x) +,\ 111p'(x)q'(x)dj.L(x), p, q E IP. (1)
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By the Gram-Schmidt's method there is an unique sequence of monic or-
thogonal polynomials associated with that product such that there is a repre-
sentative for each degree. We will denote the corresponding monic orthogonal
polynomial of degree n by Q~a,i3). The sequence {Q~a,i3)}n is called the monic
Jacobi-Sobolev orthogonal polynomials relative to the inner product (1).
Sobolev orthogonal polynomials have been a subject of increasing interest,
but only recently an important advance in the study of its asymptotic proper-
ties for a sufficiently general class has taken place. In this connection, we refer
to [5] and [6], in which the asymptotic properties of Sobolev polynomials are
studied in the continuous case. Particularly, in [5] there is an extensive study of
the properties of Gegenbauer-Sobolev polynomials and in [6] the asymptotic be-
havior of Gegenbauer-Sobolev polynomials and the asymptotic behavior of the
zeros and norms of these polynomials is studied. Another important reference
is [8], where it is proved that multiplication operator is bounded under certain
assumptions and a characterization for the boundedness of the multiplication
operator in terms of admissible measures is obtained.
2. Preliminary results
As usual, throughout the paper, N, lR and C denote respectively the natural,
real and complex numbers. We denote by supp(J.L) the support of the measure
J.L. JPn denotes the set of polynomials with real coefficients and degree less than
or equal to ti.
Definition 2.1. The operator multiplication by x, MXl is defined on the space
JP as
Mx(p) = xp, for all p E JP.
Definition 2.2. We will say that a family {Pn}n~O is a sequence of standard
orthogonal polynomials if the multiplication operator Mx is symmetric with
respect to the inner product (', .) to which that sequence is associated, i.e.,
lvIx is the self-adjoint operator,
(Mx(p), q) = (p ,Mx(q)),
for any p, q E JP.
Definition 2.3. The Jacobi polynomials {p~a,,6)}n~O' are defined as the or-
thogonal polynomials with respect to the Jacobi inner product
(p, q)w = [11 p(x)q(x)w(a,i3)(x)dx, (2)
where w(a,i3)(x) = (1- x)a(l + x)i3, Q, {3 > -1.
The monic Jacobi polynomials, {p~a,i3)}n~O' are those polynomials whose lead-
ing coefficient is 1 and they are orthogonal with respect to the Jacobi inner
product (', . )w'
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Let us denote by
mi; = /1 XkW(Q,{J)(x)dx,
-1
the moments of the measure dJ.L(x) = w(Q,{J)dx.
Definition 2.4. For each a > a and n E N, the Pochhammer symbol (a)n is
defined as
(a)n = a(a + 1)··· (a + (n - 1))
and by convention (a)o = 1.
Let us mention first some properties of the Jacobi orthogonal polynomials
that will be needed in what follows.
Theorem 2.1. The Jacobi orthogonal polynomials have the following explicit
expression:
P~Q,(3)(x) = ~! ~ (~) (n + (3+ 0' + l)k(O' + k + l)n-k (x; 1) k ,
p(Q,{J) (1) _ 2nn!f( n + 0' + (3+ 1) (n + 0') (3)
n - f(2n + 0' + (3+ 1) n '
p(Q,{J)(-I) = (_I)n2nn!f(n+0' +(3+ 1) (n+(3).
n f(2n + 0' + (3+ 1) n
Furthermore,
k~Q,{J) := IIP~o,{J)II:
_ Q+{J+l+2n ,f(n+0'+1)f(n+(3+1)f(n+0'+(3+1) (4)
-2 n. f(2n+0'+(3+2)f(2n+0'+(3+1) .
The sequence of monic Jacobi orthogonal polynomials is associated to a stan-
dard inner product and then
(xP~Q,{J), P~Q,{J»)w 2((3- a)
IIP~Q,fJ)II~ (2n + 0' + (3)(2n + 0' + (3+ 2)'






4n(n + O')(n + (3)(n + Q + (3)







Proof. For the proof of these results, we refer the reader to [9], Chap 4. ~
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Theorem 2.2. The sequence {p~a,,6)}n20 of monic Jacobi orthogonal poly-
nomials satisfies the following three term recurrence relations for n 2: 1:
where,
>,(a,,6) = (32-0.2
n (2n + a. + (3)(2n + a. + (3 + 2)'
,,/a,,6) =. 4n(n + o.)(n + (3)(n + a. + (3)
n (2n + a. + (3 + 1)(2n + a. + (3)2(2n + a. + (3 - 1) .
Proof. The relation (8) is an immediate consequence of the fact that the se-
quence of monic Jacobi orthogonal polynomials is a sequence of standard or-
thogonal polynomials with respect to the Jacobi inner product (2). ~
The Jacobi orthogonal polynomials corresponding to different parameters
(o, (3) are related by the differentiation process.
Proposition 2.1. For 1 ::;TJ< n
DTJ(p(a,,6) (x)) = (n + (3 + a. + l)TJp(a+TJ,,6+TJ)(x)
n 2TJ n-TJ ' (9)
where DTJ( . ) denotes the TJ-th derivative with respect to the variable x.
For 1::;TJ::;n, the monic Jacobi orthogonal polynomials p~a,,6) satisfies
DTJ (p(a,,6)(x)) = n! p(a+TJ,,6+TJ)(x).
n (n _ TJ)! n-TJ (10)
Proof. (9) is immediate by induction on TJif we use the explicit representation
of p~a,,6)(x).
(10) follows from (9) and the relation
f (2n + a + (3 + 1) p(a,,6)(x) = p(a,,6) (x). ~
2nn!f (n + a + (3 + 1) n n
The following recurrence formulas allow us to relate different families of monic
Jacobi orthogonal polynomials.
Proposition 2.2. For n 2: 2 and 1::; TJ::; n,
p~a,,6)(x) = p~a+TJ,,6+TJ)(x)
TJ+ ~ 8(1) (n a (3)p(a+k,,6+k) (x) - 8(2) (n a (3)p(a+k,,6+k) (x)L..J k "n-l k" n-2 ,
k=l
(11)
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where the coefficients 8ii)(n, a, {3), i = 1,2 are given by
8(1) n a _ 2n(a - {3)
k (, ,{3)- (2n+a+{3+2k-2)(2n+a+{3+2k)'
4n(n - I)(n + a + k - I)(n + {3+ k - 1)
2 ..




lim 8ii)(n, a, {3) =
n-+()() 1
4'
for k = 1, 2, ... , TJ.
if i = 1
(12)
if i = 2
Proof. By induction on the order of differentiation. For TJ = 1, we know, by
Theorem f.2, that
P(o:,{3)(x) = (x _ >..(o:,{3») P(o:,{3)(x) _ ",,(o:,{3)P(o:,{3)(x)n+l n n In n-l .
Differentiating both sides of the equation and applying (10) we have
p~o:,(3)(x) = P~O:+l,{3+1)(X) + 8~1)(n,a,{3)P~~il,{3+l\x)
.: .(2)( {3)p-(o+I,{3+1)()VI n, a, n-2 X ,
with
8(1) n a _ 2n(a - {3)
1 ( , , {3) - (2n + a + {3)(2n + a + {3 + 2) ,
8(2) n a _ 4n(n - I)(n + a)(n + {3)
1 ( , ,{3)- (2n+a+{3+I)(2n+a+{3)2(2n+a+{3-I)
Let us suppose now that the proposition is true for 0 :::;k :::;TJ. By the recurrence
relation,
P-(o:,{3)( ) _ ( \ ) p-(o:,{3)( ) p-(o:,{3) ( ) (13)n+l+1) X - X - I\n+1) n+'1 X - 'Yn+'1 n+'1-1 X .
Differentiating (TJ + 1) times both sides of (13) and applying the induction
hypothesis we obtain the result. ~
In what follows, we will need the asymptotic behavior of the monic Jacobi
orthogonal polynomials so, let us state it next (for the proofs see [3]or [9]).
Theorem 2.3. The monic Jacobi orthogonal polynomials have the following
asymptotic behavior:
P(o:,{3)( ) = TO:_{3(cI>(x))n+l/2 (y'X=1 + JX+1)o:+{3 (1 + (1)) (14)
n X (x2 _ 1)1/4 (x _ I)o:/2(x + I){3/2 0,
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VI (p~~f)(x) ) 1
-(a (3) = .t=2'"(1 + 0(1)),
nPn' (x) yx--l




3. Related definitions and results for monic Jacobi-Sobolev
orthogonal polynomials
Let us define a inner product on iP by
(p,q)s = ill p(x)q(x)dJ.l(x) + x ill p'(x)q'(x)dJ.l(x), (17)
where dJ.l(x) = (1 - x)a(1 + x)f3dx a, {3 > -1, and>. > O. We will call it
Jacobi-Sobolev inner product.
We will denote the sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials with respect to
the inner product ( . , . )s by {Q~a,(3) }n>O and call it the monic Jacobi-Sobolev
orthogonal polynomials sequence. Let us denote by
K~a,(3) := IIQ~a,J3)II~ , (18)
the square of the Sobolev norm of the polynomial Qr,,I3).
It is easy to verify (see definition 3.3) that
Q6a,(3)(x) = Pcia,J3)(x) = 1,
Q(a,{3) (x) = p(a,{3) (x) = x + (a - (3)
1 1 (a+{3+2)
For n > 1, p~a,{3\x) # Q6a,(3) (x) due to the presence of the second summand
in (17).
Now writing n-l
Q~a,(3)(x) = z" +L bi,nXi, bi,« E JR,
i=O
the orthogonality condition implies the following system of equations:
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If we put Ci,j = (Xi, xj)s, then (19) can be written in terms of the moments
mj associated to the Jacobi's inner product
Ci,O= (Xi, 1)s = mi, i ~0,
ron . = (1 xj)s = m· J" > 0'-'UJJ' J' - ,
Ci,j = mi+j + ij>"mi+j-2, i+ j ~2.
(20)










Using (20), this last equality can be expressed in terms of the moments associ-
ated to the Jacobi inner product as follows:
Q~Q,i3)(x) =
mO ml mn
!!!1. ~+mo ffin±1 +x x nmn-l
Tnn-l qn. + (n - 1)mn-2 ffi2n-1 + ( 1)-.\- -.\- n n - m2n-3 (21)
1 x xn
mo ml mn-l
!!!1. ~+mo qn. + (n - 1)mn-2x
mn-.l qn. + (n - 1)mn-2 ffi2n-2 +( 1)2-.\- -.\- n- m2n-4
Observe that each coefficient of Q}~,i3) is a rational function in >.., whose nu-
merator and denominator have degree n - 1. This property allows us to treat
the polynomial Q~Q,i3) as a function of two variables; that is,
whenever n ~ O. Now, taking X --t 00, we obtain
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Definition 3.1. The limit polynomial with respect to >. associated to the
sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials {Q~o,,B) }n2a is given by
R6°',B)(x) = Q6°',B) (x) = Pci°,,B)(x) = 1,
R(o,,B)(x) = Q(o,,B)(x) = P(o,,B)(x) = x + (0: - {3)
1 1 1 0:+.8+2
and for n ~ 2:
ma ml mn
0 ma nmn-l
0 (n - 1)mn-2 n(n - 1)m2n-3
1 x xn
ma ml mn-l
0 ma (n - 1)mn-2
0 (n - 1)mn-2 (n - 1)2m2n_4
Observe that R~o,,B) is a monic polynomial of degree n and independent of >..
The polynomials {~,,B)} satisfies the following properties:
Theorem 3.1. For n ~ 2, we have:
(22)
For a :::;k :::;n - 2,
(23)
For 1:::; 1]:::;n,
DT] (R~O',B)(x)) = n(n - l)(n - 2)··· (n -1] + l)p~~~T]-l,,B+T]-l)(x)
= (n -1] + l)T]p~~~T]-l,,B+T]-l)(X).
(24)
Proof. Since (Q~o,,B), 1)s = 0, n 2: 2, then
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Now, let us call f>.(x) = Q~a,I3)(x,>.); then f>. ~ m,Q,I3) as >. ---> 00. Using
the Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we get
111 If>.(x) - R~a,I3)(x)1 w(a,l3) (x)dx ---+ 0, as >. ---> 00,
and therefore
}!....~lII Q~a,I3)(x,>,)w(Q,I3)(x)dx = 111 R~Q,I3)(x)w(Q,I3)(x)dx,
so we get (22).
Since for 0 ::; k ::;n - 2,
(Q(a,l3) Xk+I) = 0n' S '
then,
111 VI (Q~Q,I3)(x)) xkw(a,l3) (x)dx = - >'(k ~ 1) [11 Q~Q,I3)(x)xk+lw(Q,I3)(x)dx,
and taking>. ---> 00, we get
lim 11Vl(Q~a,I3)(x,>.))xkw(a,I3)(x)dx
,X~OO -1
= - lim 1 1~Q~Q,I3)(x)xk+lw(Q,I3)(x)dx = O.
,X~OO >'(k + 1) -1
Therefore,
lim 11VI (Q~a,I3)(x, >')) xkw(Q,{3) (x)dx = O. (25)
,X~OO -1
Now, if we put g,X(x) = VI (Q~a,I3)(x,>.))xk then g,X ~ VI (ma,I3)(x)) as
>. ---> 00. Again, Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, give us
[11 Ig,X(x) - VI ( R~Q,f3)(x)) xk I w(Q,I3) (x )dx ---+ 0, x ---> 00.
Therefore
}!!.~[11 VI ( Q~Q,I3)(x, >')) xkw(a,l3) (x)dx = [11 VI ( R~a,l3) (x)) xkw(a,l3) (x)dx;
and using (25) , we obtain (23).
To verify (24) we use induction on 7). For 7) = 1, as a consequence of (23)
we have
VI (R~Q,I3)(x)) = cp~~'f)(x),
with c a constant. Then comparing the leading coefficients of both polynomials,
is clear that n = c. Therefore
VI (R~a,l3) (x)) = nP~~'f) (x).
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Let us suppose that the proposition is true for 1 :S S :S TJ, that is,
V8 (R~Q,/3)(x») = (n - s + 1)8 Pl~~8-1,/3+8-1)(X), S = 1"" , 1/.
Then for s = TJ + 1
V1]+1 (R~<>,/3)(x») = (n - TJ + 1)1] VI (P~~~1]-l,/3+1]-l)(X»)
_ ( ) P(<>+1],/3+1])( ) ~- n - TJ 1]+1 n-(1]+1) x.
Corollary 3.1. For all 0:, (3 > -1 and n 2: 3, the polynomial R~<>+1,/3+1)
is the monic Jacobi polynomial of degree n, P~Q,/3), associated to the weight
w(Q,/3)(x) = (1 - x)<>(1 + x)/3.
Proof. Using (24) with TJ = 1, we have
VI (R~Q+1,/3+1)(X») = nP~~t1,/3+1)(x) = VI (P~Q,/3)(x»);
thus,
VI (R~<>+1,/3+1)(X) - P~<>,/3)(x») = O.
Then R~Q+1,/3+1) (x) - P~Q,/3) (x) = C, for some constant C and therefore
111(R~Q+1,/3+1)(x) - P~<>,{3)(x») W(Q+1,/3+1) (x)dx = C111w(<>+1,/3+1)(x)dx.
But by (23) (Theorem 3.1),
11 R~<>+1,/3+1)(X)W(Q+1,/3+1)(x)dx = 0;-1
therefore
Using Proposition 2.2,
C111w(Q+1,/3+1) (x)dx = -111(p~Q+1,/3+1)(x) + 8p)(n,0:,(3) P~~i1,/3+1)(X)
- 8i2)(n, 0:,(3) P~~t1,/3+1)(x»w(Q+1,/3+1)(x)dx = 0,
hence C = 0 and thus
whenever n 2: 3.
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Theorem 3.2. For a, f3 > 0, n 2: 3 and x rJ. [-1, 1],
. R~o,/3)(x) 1
hm = 1- ,
n->oo p~o,/3)(x) 4(<I>(x))2 (26)
where
<I> ( x) = x + JX2""=1"2 .
Proof. For each n 2: 3, by Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 2.2, we can write
R(o,/3) (x) P(o,(3) (x) P(o,/3) (x)n _ 1 d1)( (3) n-l d2)( (3) n-2 .-(0/3) - +vl n,a, -(0(3) -VI n,a, -(0/3) ,
Pn' (x) Pn' (x) Pn' (x)
(27)
now using this and Theorem 2.3, we get the result.
Theorem 3.3. For a, f3 > 0, n 2: 3 and>. sufficiently large, there are two
sequences of real numbers {dn(>')} and {d' n(>')} such that
R~~,/3)(x) = Q~,/3)(x) + dn_l(>')Q~o",:~)(x) - d'n_2(>')Q~0",:~)(x). (28)
Proof. Since we can express to the polynomial ~0,(3) in terms of the monic
Jacobi-Sobolev polynomials, i.e.,
n-l -
R~o,/3)(x) = Q~o,/3)(x) + L a;n) (>')Q)O,(3) (x),
i=O
(29)
by orthogonality, we have
(n) (>') _ (R~o,(3), Q;o,/3») s
ai - lQ;o,(3) II~ i = 0, ... ,n - l.
Now, for each i, 0 ~ i ~ n - 1,




On the other hand, using Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 2.2 one can get that
for n?: 3
(R~o,/3),Q;o,/3))s =
(P-(o,{3) + d1)(n '" (3)P(o,/3) _ 0(2)(n a (3)P(o,/3) Q(o,(3h\ n V1' \.A., n-l 1 " n-2' t tw·
By orthogonality of p~o,(3),
(R~o,(3), Q;o,/3») s = ° i = 0, ... ,n - 3;
(31)
but
(R(o,(3) Q(o,/3») = _0(2) (n a fJ) IIP(o,(3) 112n , n-2 S 1 " n-2 w
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and
(R(a,{3) Q(a,{3») = b(1)(n a (3)IIP'(a,{3)112 _ b(2)(n a a) (p'(a,{3) Q(a,{3»)n , n-l S 1 " n-l wI' s t-' n-2' n-l w,
that is,
8i2) (n,a,{3)IIP~~:f)II~
IIQ~o...:g)ll~ if i = n - 2
0, if i = 0, ... , n - 3
The limit polynomial also allows us to study the behavior of the norm of the
Jacobi-Sobolev polynomials, as we will see in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4. For all a, (3 > 0, n ~ 3, k~a,/3) defined as in (4) and K~a,{3)
defined as in (18), we have
k(a,{3) + >..n2k(a,{3) < K(a,{3) < k(a,{3) + [(b(l)(n a (3))2 + >..n2] k(a,{3)n n-l - n - n l' , n-l
(32)
+ (b(2)(n a a))2 k(a,{3).1 "fJ n-2'
furthermore,
(33)
Proof. By the well known extremal property of the Jacobi norm,
k~a,{3) = inf{(p,p)w : deg(p) = n, p monic};
therefore,
(34)
On the other hand,
IIR~Q,{3)II~ = IIP~Q,{3)II~ + [ (bp)(n, a, (3)f + >..n2] IIPl~'f) II~
+ (8?)(n,a,(3)f IIPl~'f)II~.
Using the extremal property of K~Q,/3) we get
K~Q,{3) ~ IIR~Q,{3)II~= k~Q,{3)+ [(b?)(n,a,(3)f + >..n2] k~~f)
+ (b(2)(n a (3))2 k(Q,{3J.1 " n-2 ,
(35)
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therefore, from (34) and (35) we obtain (32). Dividing (32) by n2k~~~), we
obtain
kn(a,l3) K(a,l3)+ A < _....,n,..--,~
n2k(a,l3) - n2k(a,{3)n-l n-l
k(a,l3) (8(1)(n a (3)) (8(2)(n a (3)) k(a,{3)< n + A + 1 " 2 + 1 " 2~.- n2k(a,l3) n n k(a,{3)
n-l n-l
Taking limit as n --+ 00 in the previous chain of inequalities and using (6) and
(7), we obtain (33). [!f
In what follows we will relate the Jacobi-Sobolev polynomials with the Ja-
cobi polynomials using the previous results. The purpose of this study is to
establish a comparison criterion by the limit between the sequences {Q~a,l3)}n
and {p~a,~) }n; for a, (3 > 0 and A sufficiently large when we are outside of the
support of the measure of orthogonality, that is to say, we want to determine
the limit
for x rf- [-1, 11.
In the first place, the following technical results is needed.
Theorem 3.5. For a, (3 > 0, n ~ 3 and A sufficiently large, there are two
sequences of real numbers {dn(A)} and {d' n(A)} such that
Q~a,I3)(x) = p~a,I3)(x) + 8p)(n, a, (3)p~~'f)(x) - 8~2)(n, a, (3)p~~'f)(x)
- dn_l(A)Q~~~)(x) + d'n_2(A)Q~a~~)(x).
(36)
Furthermore,
lim dn(A) = 0,
n-+oo
(37)
lim d' n(A) = O.
n-+oo
(38)
Proof. By Corollary (3.1), Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.3, it is deduced that
if n ~ 3, a, (3 > 0 and A is sufficiently large
p~a,I3)(x) + 6~1)(n, a, (3)p~~'f) (x) - 6~2)(n, a, (3)p~~'f) (x) =
Q~a,I3)(x) + dn-1 (A)Q~a--.:~)(x) - d' n-2(A)Q~~~) (x),
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and from this (36) is obtained. Now, since
IIP(Ot,{3)112 k(Ot,{3)d' (') - {)(2) ( r.I) n-2 w _ {)(2) ( r.I) n-2n-2 /\ - 1 n, a, fJ ({3) - 1 n, a, fJ (7fi
IIQn~2 II~ Kn~2
(
k(Ot,{3)) ( k(Ot,{3) )(2) n-2 n-3
={)1 (n,a,(3) (Ot,{3) ~,
kn-3 Kn_2
by (14) we have d' n-2('\) > 0 for a, (3 > 0 and n ;:::3. Using Theorem 3.4 we
have
k(Ot,{3) + '\(n _ 2)2 k(Ot,{3) < K(Ot,{3).
n-2 n-3 - n-2'
therefore
(
k(Ot,{3)), (2) n-2 1







lim {)~2) (n, a, (3) and lim 1 = 0,
n->oo n->oo '\(n - 2)2
we get
lim d'n-2('\) = O.n->oo
In a similar way, we will prove that limn->oo dn-1 (,\) = O. As
{)(1)( r.I)IIP-(Ot,{3)112






{)(2)(n a r.I)(p(Ot,{3) Q(Ot,{3»)
1 " fJ n-2' n-l w
IIQ~~~)II~
. . . {IIP(Q'/3)dIl2} •the sequence of positive terms Y;;~/3) 2w IS bounded and
IIQn-l lis n
lim {)(I)(n a r.I) = O·1 "iJ ,n->oo
then, our problem reduces to demonstrate that
{)(2)(n a (3)(p(Ot,{3) Q(Ot,{3))
lim 1 " n-2' n-l w = 0
n->oo IIQ~~~)II~ .
By (36), we have
Q~~~)(x) = P~~'f)(x) + {)p)(n - 1, a, (3)p~~'f)(x) - {)~2)(n - 1, a, (3)p~~'f)(x)
- dn_2('\)Q~Ot...:~)(x) + d' n-3('\)Q~~g)(x).
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Then, by the orthogonality of P~~'f), we get
(39)
But then, applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
IIP-(O,{3)112 1(p'(0,{3) Q(O,,8))1
I (1) I n-2 w I (2) I n-3' n-2Idn-2(A)!::; 81 (n - 1, a,,8) ({3) + 81 (n - 1,0:,,8) ((3) ,IIQn~1 II~ IIQn°-':2 II~
11P'(0,{3) 112 11P'(0,{3)IIId _ (A)I < 18(1)(n - 1 a ,8)1 n-2 w + 18(2)(n - 1 0: ,8)1 n-3 w. (40)
n 2 - 1 " IIQ~~~)II~ 1 " IIQ~O-':~)lls





. (2)( ). (2) )(1)( )lim 81 n, 0:, ,8)dn-2(A = 0 = lim 81 (n, 0:,,8 81 n - 1, a,,8 .n---+<x> n---+(X)
From (40) and (41) it follows that the sequence {dn}n is also uniformly bounded.
Therefore
thus
lim dn-1(A) = O. ~
n--+oo
By the previous result we can obtain the relative asymptotic behavior of
{Q~O,(3)} n with respect to {P~O,(3)} n'
Theorem 3.6. For 0:, ,8 > 0, we have
. Q~o,(3)(x) 1
lim _((3) = 1 - 2 '
n--+oo Pno, (x) 4(<I>(x))
uniformly on compact subsets of C" [-1, 1], where <I>(x) = x+vp3.
(42)
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Proof. From the relation (36) we have
Q~a,,8)(x) + dn_I(,x)Q~~~)(x) - d'n-2(,x)Q~~~)(x) =
P(OI,,8)(X) + 8(1)(n a fJ)P.(OI,,8)(X) - 8(2)(n a fJ)P.(OI,,8)(X)n I" n-I I" n-2 .
Dividing by p~a,,8) both members of the previous equality and putting
Q~',8) (x) p~a,,8) (x), ,P~OI,,8) (x)
Yn(x) := °n(a,,8) (x) , an(x):= dn(,x) -(,8) , a n(x) := d n(,x) -(,8) ,
r . Pn~'1 (x) Pn~'2 (x)
P-(0I,{3) ( ) p- (a,{3) ( )._ (I) n-I X (2) n-2 Xf3n(x) .-1+81 (n,a,f3) -( (3) -81 (n,a,fJ) -( (3) ,pnOl, (x) Pna, (x)
we get
Yn(x) + an-I(X)Yn-1(x) - a'n-2(X)Yn-2(x) = f3n(x), (43)
n ~ 3. The sequence {Yn} n is a sequence of analytic functions on C" [-1, 1],
with Yo == YI == Y2 == 1. Therefore,
IYn(x)1 = IfJn(x) - an-I(X)Yn-l(x) + a'n-2(x)Yn-2(x)l,
S; IfJn(x)1 + lan-l(x)llYn-l(x)1 + la' n-2(x)IIYn-2(x)l· (44)
Using (17), (37) and (38), we deduce that there exist no, nl EN, such that
r
1
lan(x)1 < 4' n ~ no,
la' n(x)1 <~, n ~ nl'
(45)
(46)
On the other hand,
P-(OI,,8)( ) p-(OI,{3)( )_ (I) n-I X (2) n-2 X
IfJn(x)l- 1+81 (n,a,fJ) -( ,8) -81 (n,a,fJ) -( (3)
pnOl' (x) pnOl' (x)
P-(OI,,8)( )I (1)( I n-l XS; 1 + ,81 n, a, fJ) -( ,8)pnOl, (x)
P-(OI,{3)( )





Using (40), Proposition 2.2 and the inequality I<l>(x)I > ~, for x t/. [-1, 1], .we
deduce that there exists M> 0 Y n2 E N, such that
IfJn(x)1 < M, n ~ n2. (48)
Taking n3 = max{no,nl,n2} and using (45), (46) and (48) in (44), one gets
1
IYn(x)1 < '2 (IYn-l(x)1 + IYn-2(x)l) + M, n ~ n3· (49)
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Let us prove now that the sequence {Yn}n is uniformly bounded. For this
consider the auxiliary sequence
For m > n3 fixed,
ar+ 1 ) ar ( (1 )Zm+r(x) = ~Zm(X + 2r Zm-l x) + 2M 1 - 2r ' r = 1,2, ... (50)
where the increasing sequence of positive terms {c,}r, satisfies the following
recurrence relation:
2ar-l + ar = ar+l for all r 2: 2,
with al = a2 = 1. Taking limit in (50), as r .......00, we obtain that the sequence
{Zn}n is uniformly bounded for n sufficiently large. Now, 0 < IYn(X) I ::;
Zn(x), for 'alln E N, therefore {Yn}n is uniformly bounded. Finally, taking
limit as n .......00 in (43), using the Proposition 3.2, (37) and (38), we obtain
-1' Q~a,(3) (x) _ 1_ l' d2) ( (3) P~~'g)(x) _ 1_ 1 .,.,(
im '"'( (3) - im Ul n,a, -( (3) - 2' ~n->oo Pna, (x) n->oo pnCi, (x) 4 (<ll(x))
Corollary 3.2. Under the conditions of the previous theorem, the asympwtic
behavior of the monic Jecobi-Sobolev orthogonal polynomials is
Q~a,(3)(x) =
2-a-{3-2 [4 (<ll(x))"+! - (<ll(x))"-~] (JX=l + vxnt+{3
a!l (1+0(1)),
(x2 - 1) (x - 1)2 (x + 1) 2
(51)
uniformly on compact subsets of C <, [-1, 1], where <ll(x) = x+vp=r.
Proof. Theorems 2.3 and 3.6 give the result immediately.
Let us recall the results on the distribution of the zeros of the family of
orthogonal polynomials {Pn} with respect to a measure II, (see [3] and [9]).
Theorem 3.7. i) The zeros of the orthogonal polynomial Pn are real, simple
and contained in the convex hull of support of the measure /I.
ii) The zeros Xn 1 < ... < Xn n of Pn separate those of Pn+l, more precisely,, ,
Xn+l,k < Xn,k < Xn+l,k+l (k = 1, ... , n).
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iii) The zeros of the orthogonal polynomials form a dense set in the support of
the measure i/; that is, for any subinterval I in supp(v) such that II dv(x) > 0
and n sufficiently large, all polynomials Pn has at least a zero in I. Moreover,
lim {x: Pn(x) = O} = supp(v).
n~oo
The study of the zeros of the Jacobi-Sobolev polynomials has been carried
out in the following particular cases:
(1) a = 13= O. In this case P. Althammer [1] demonstrates that Legendre-
Sobolev polynomials of degree n possess exactly n real zeros in the
interval [-1, 1].
(2) a = 13 = a' - ~, a' > -~. E. A. Cohen [2] shows that the zeros of
the Legendre polynomials of degree n - 1 separate the zeros of the
Legendre-Sobolev polynomial of degree n, when A 2: ~.
(3) In his study on coherent couples of measures and zeros of orthogo-
nal polynomials type Sobolev, H. G. Meijer studies the zeros of the
Gegenbauer-Sobolev polynomials when A is sufficiently large, (see [7]).
Following him, we will also use the fact that for a,13 > 0, A sufficiently
large and n 2: 3, the zeros of the polynomial Qr'(13) behave as the ze-
ros of the limit polynomial R~Ol,(13). The following theorems are devoted
to establishing results on the distribution of zeros of Jacobi-Sobolev or-
thogonal polynomials.
,
Theorem 3.8. For a,13 > 0, A· sufficiently large and n 2: 3, the n-th monic
Jacobi-Sobolev orthogonal polynomial Q~Ol,(13), has n different real zeros that
are intertwined with the zeros of the polynomial P~0l-1,(3-1) and at least n - 2
of them are contained in the interval [-1, 1] .
Proof. If a, 13 > 0 and n 2: 3, by definition
R~Ol,(13)(X) = lim Q~Ol,(13)(X, A).
>'-+00
By Corollary 3.1 we have
then Theorem 3.7 shows that mOl,(13) has only real, simple zeros and they are
contained in the interval [-1, 1). Therefore, for A sufficiently large, the zeros
of Q~Ol,(13) are real and intertwined with those of P~Ol,(13).
We denote by Zn,j, (1::; j :::;n) the zeros of R~Ol,(13). As
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the critical points of ma,fJ) are the zeros of P~~...'f). Given the zeros of
pCa-1,{3-1) such that
n-l
Xn-l,l < Xn-l,2 < ... < Xn-l,n-l,
then, the polynomial R~a,fJ) is monotone in each open interval of the form
(Xn-l,l, Xn-l,2), (Xn-l,2, Xn-l,3), ... , (Xn-l,n-l, 00),
so that each one of the zeros of ma,(3) is contained in each one of these intervals.
This fact makes us conclude that at least n - 2 zeros of Q~a,(3) are in the
interval [-1, 1] and there is a pair of zeros (not necessarily symmetrical) that
can be outside of the interval [-1, 1], depending on the sign of ma,(3)(I) and
R~a,(3)(_I). Furthermore, since for each x E (-1,1)
V E > 0 3 r > 0 : IQ~a,fJ)(x, >.)- R~a,fJ)(x)1 < E, whenever>. 2 r,
these n - 2 zeros or the n-th Jacobi-Sobolev polynomial are distributed with
respect to'the zeros of the polynomial P~~~l,fJ-l) in the following way
Xn-l,k < Yn,k < Xn-l,k+l, k = 1, ... , n - 2. ~
In Section 2 the multiplication operator by x, Mx : jiii -+ jiii, was introduce.
Now we will use the fact that this operator is bounded on jiii to find a compact
set in the real line that contains the zeros of the Jacobi-Sobolev orthogonal
polynomials.
Theorem 3.9. There is a positive constant C, such that if Xo is a real zero
of Q~a,fJ) and n 2 1 then Ixol :s VI + 2C. Therefore, all the zeros of the
polynomial Q~a,(3) are in the interval
[-VI + 2C, VI + 2C].
Proof. Let Xo a zero of Q~a,(3). Hence, there exists P E jiiin-l such that
Q~a,fJ)(x) = (x - xo)p(x).
Considering the Sobolev norm of the polynomial xp we have




Ixol < Ilxplls = IIMx(p)lis .
- IIplIs Ilplls
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So, it is enough to show that Mx : iP ---t iP is bounded. Now by definition of
Sobolev inner product we have
Ilxpll~ = Ilxpll~ + AII(xp)/II~
::; IIxpll~ + 2Allxp/ll~ + 2Allpll~
::; Ilxpll~ + 2Allxp'll~ + 2Allpll~·
Taking Cl = max{lxl : -1 ::;x ::; I} and C2 = max{l, A} we get
IIxpll~ ::; Clllpll~ + 2A!lp/ll~ + 2Allpll~ ::; (1 + 2C2)llpll~· ~
4. Concluding remarks and observations
In a natural way arises the consideration of the inner product of Jacobi-Sobolev
that involves derivatives of order higher than one,
(p, q)m = ~ Ak 111 p(k)(X)q(k) (x)w(o,{3) (x)dx = ~ Ak(P(k)(x), q(k)(x))w
where m E Z+ is fixed and the (m + l)-uple of real numbers (AO"" Am)
satisfies
AO = 1, Ak > 0, k = 1, ... , m.
Let us denote the monic orthogonal polynomials corresponding to this Sobolev
product by
Q(o,{3) -- 1n,l.! , v- , ... ,m.
Notice that for each v = 1, ... ,m, the coefficients of Q~~!)are rational func-
tions in ,\ in which the degrees of the numerator and denominator coincide.
Thus,
Q(o,{3) (x) = Q(o,{3) (x A,,) v = 1, ... ,m.n,l! n,l.!' v ,
Therefore, we can also define for each v = 1, ... , m, and n > 3 the limit
polynomial associated,
From our results, we can formulate the following open questions:
1. Can we determine the asymptotic behavior of the polynomials Q~~!)?
2. How are the zeros of Q~~!) distributed in the complex plane?
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